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Bílé klobouky v pohotovosti pro Trumpa v úterý
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Prezident Donald J. Trump požádal generála Erica M. Smitha, aby v

úterý nezasahoval, pokud Deep State a zločinec Manhattan DA Alvin

Bragg nebudou mít postranní motiv nesouvisející se ságou Stormy

Daniels Saga – například pokusit se ho donutit, aby vzdát se

předmětu, který již nemá v držení, jako je „jaderný fotbal“, který

obsahuje odpalovací kódy jaderné triády Spojených států.
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Před odchodem z Washingtonu v lednu 2021 se Trump odvolal na

zákon o povstání z roku 1807, který přenechává pravomoci země

armádě v dobách národní krize, jako je například převzetí moci Deep

State. Předal kódy generálu Bergerovi, který poté, co v lednu 2023

rezignoval na svůj post velitele Bílého klobouku, je převedl na

generála Erica Smithe.

Deep State, zdroj z kanceláře generála Smithe, řekl Real Raw News,

opakovaně vyhrožoval White Hats, aby se vzdali kódů „nebo jinak“.

"Bezvýznamné hrozby," řekl náš zdroj. "Je to samozřejmě jen

hypotetický scénář, ale představte si, že kdyby přivedli Trumpa do

zadní místnosti a stáli tam Lloyd Austin a generál Milley." Máme

nepředvídané události pro případ, že se věci vyvinou na jih."

Řekl, že Trump a generál Smith v sobotu večer obsáhle hovořili, aby

prodiskutovali teoretické možnosti a formulovali reakce na zradu

Deep State. White Hats, dodal, budou mít své síly jak v Palm Beach,

tak na Manhattanu, ale budou inkognito a připraveni přijít na

Trumpovu obranu, pokud vydá rozkaz generál Smith. Když byl

dotázán, které jednotky – speciální síly, Rangers, Delta Force,

mariňáci atd. – by byly přítomny, nechtěl to upřesnit, ale řekl: „To

nejlepší, co máme.“ Naznačil, že Trump bude mít způsob, jak

signalizovat White Hats.

A na otázku, zda takový „signál“ zabrání Deep State v zmizení

Trumpa nebo jeho nahrazení podvodníkem nebo naprogramovaným

klonem, odpověděl: „Nemohou zmizet Trumpa. Je to příliš výrazná

postava. Rozpoutalo by to občanskou válku. Klonovat? Kdo by řekl,

že skutečný prezident Trump není schovaný v bezpečí a skončí s

klonem. Dělám si srandu, samozřejmě. Podívejte, Deep State se roky

snažil poslat Trumpa do vězení, nic na něj nedostal, takže používají

tyhle kecy Stormy Daniels, protože si myslí, že ho to bolí. Mýlí se. To

podnítí lidi k podpoře Trumpa a jeho oficiální návrat do

prezidentského úřadu v roce 2024 bude jistá věc.
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Trump a Smith, dodal, doufají, že protesty zůstanou pokojné;

nechtějí vidět patriotické Trumpovy příznivce zastřelené hordami

pokřivených federálů.

"Dozvěděli jsme se, že tam bude masivní federální přítomnost, přes

600, včetně odstřelovačů na střechách." To je jeden z důvodů, proč se

zapojíme pouze v případě potřeby. Nechceme, aby se civilisté dostali

do křížové palby, a nechceme dát Deep State důvod k uvěznění

dalších nevinných příznivců prezidenta Trumpa,“ uvedl náš zdroj.

„Prezident Trump je génius. Je pět kroků před opozicí,“ řekl na závěr.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 121 069krát, dnes 5 513 návštěv)

Vydělává 440 až 780 $ za den online práce, kterou jsem dostal 17

800 $ za měsíc online hraním z domova. Jsem každodenní student a

ve svém volném čase pracuji jen jednu až několik hodin. Každý udělá

tuto práci a online získá peníze navíc pouhým 

 
použitím tohoto webu. http://morejobs21.blogspot.com

Last edited 9 hours ago by Delavic

http://morejobs21.blogspot.com/
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I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 17 hours ago by Delavic

New York Eastern District assholes, Manhattan DA Alvin Bragg, and

their grand jury chickened out, because as usual they have nothing

on Trump. A possible misdemeanor far beyond the statute of

limitations. Stormy Daniels testified twice that her alleged ‘romp’

with Trump was a big lie, never happened. Cohen is a convicted liar

under oath, testimony is worthless.

This thing needs to END.

 
Lies, speculation, delays, divisiveness, prejudice, insults, profiling,

hating, bashing, clones, doubles, and more.

 
We have been tortured enough.

Pray for Divine intervention.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 1 day ago by Delavic

OPINION | This article contains opinion that reflects the author’s

views.

 
An inside source revealed that NYPD is buffing up its manpower and

security measures to prepare for the arrest of former President

Donald Trump.

 

http://www.payathome7.com/
http://www.payathome7.com/
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The arrest will occur tomorrow (Wednesday, March 22nd) as New

York’s District Attorney’s office has negotiated the details of Trump’s

surrender with Secret Service.

 
A grand jury is expected to officially hand up its indictment

tomorrow, which will occur before the arrest.

I just read this article….I am totally pissed. I can’t believe this will be

allowed. If he is arrested, I am assuming there is a plan from the

White Hats. God bless America and Donald Trump!!!

My Trump indictment comment for today

Nice ! Whats good for the goose is good for the slanderer. Indictment

and prosecution of Bidens your next ! Only yours is high treason!

Google paid 99 dollars an hour on the internet. Everything I did was

basic Οnline w0rk from comfort at hΟme for 5-7 hours per day that I

g0t from this office I f0und over the web and they paid me 100

dollars each hour. For more details

 
visit this article————>> http://morejobs21.blogspot.com

Last edited 1 day ago by Delavic

What is happening today has to happen, has been prepared for

decades. The Globalist NWO Deep-State is spinning in confusion,

has not the slightest clue what to do. Worry not, the Commander-in-

Chief is not in any danger.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 1 day ago by Delavic

http://morejobs21.blogspot.com/
http://www.payathome7.com/
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That’s kind of weird but why would you tell everybody what the plan

is, of course all this is wrong and we shouldn’t believe it, I mean if the

Deep state is that worrying? To the white hats, why tell what you’re

going to do? I’m going to call a bluff of course. Just another story for

you to read.

The arrest of Donald Trump would cause the Supreme Court to

disclose their decision that Trump is the president of the USA and

therefore cannot be indicted while he is in office. This would

probably trigger the military to explain through an emergency

broadcast that Trump is the president of the USA because massive

fraud in 2020 produced false results.

Right, this is what we are all hoping for… but as we don’t have all the

intel, and as Trump and the white hats are steps ahead of the deep

state, we wait as patiently as we can. Well, sometimes not that

patiently 🙂

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 1 day ago by Delavic

We have no idea what is going down today. Leave it in the capable

hands of the white hats. Perhaps our Commander-in-Chief will be

arrested in public far away from potential snipers, perhaps a double,

surrounded by white hat counter-snipers, before FAKE News camera

crews, by US Marshal white hats posing as black hats. Who could tell

the difference?

Or maybe it will all be done with a very convincing white hat CGI

video with the military hacking and taking over the FAKE News

networks and Social media, televising to all Americans, to all the

http://www.payathome7.com/
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world. Then a prepared skit could proceed waking up millions more,

prepping them for launching a military assault on the treasonous

enemy. A possibility? Maybe so.

Why did Trump plea to his patriots to Protest? Or was that not

Trump? Maybe they are trying to get us out in the open so they pick

us off with snipers–PATRIOTS STAY AT HOME Its a trap! Just like

Jan 6th

Last edited 2 days ago by mkjo

My last month’s paycheck was 15500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency discovered over the internet and they paid me 50 dollars

every hour.

 
Visit this article for more detail… http://usajobs5.blogspot.com

Last edited 2 days ago by Delavic

Indeed. Happy knowing he is safe and well protected because we

need him to play this out to the well earned and successful end and to

usher in the new world. I used to joke about having a clone, but not

anymore!

Something is very conspicuous about Alvin Bragg, he was

investigating Trump’s Foundation since 2017 with the district

attorney at the time. The original district attorney and his assistance

resigned from their position in 2018 so did Alvin Bragg. He went to a

New York law school and became a law professor from 2018 to 2022.

He was given the position as district attorney on January 1, 2022.

Out of nowhere this man Alvin Bragg becomes a district attorney of

Manhattan New York District.

Sounds like this Alvin Braggs is a stooge used by Deep State to

incriminate Donald J Trump. The military Marines need to check for

money laundering and bribe given to Alvin Bragg – his financial

records. There is a traitor Among Us.

http://usajobs5.blogspot.com/
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He could also be a grey hat playing a role, Everyone needs to be

discerning because the deep state will fight harder as they are being

cornered for the final blows.

Bragg might also be a black hat. He is Soros funded.

I won’t hold my breath. If they have that many federal goons, count

on them killing Trump supporters. Theyve killed many already and if

they get the chance they’ll do it again. This nonsense has gone on too

long.

You can expect many trump supporters to be killed & jailed if they

show up in NYC !

There’s an entire encyclopedia of intelligence that you have

conveniently passed over to make that statement.

In case you don’t know, everything has to happen this way. This is

the biggest and most complex war in the history of humanity. So

while we all want justice and freedom for J6 patriots, there is much

more at play here – this is a war for the world. So if you have the

viewpoint that this is a political issue, then you are very out of touch

with what is happening. This is so multilayered and complex, it’s too

difficult to break down quickly. I suggest you start with the history of

the deep state and the cabal, to understand what it actually means.

Then you can move to the human trafficking and the history of

adrenochrome and the underground tunnels. That alone will make

you sick to your stomach. Many of the evil ones are not even human.

So the complexities of this war are likened to playing 5D chess and

those close to President Trump and directing this war say he is not

only a master strategist but a master 5D chess player. If you still want

to give cheek about his level of genius (to which you are fully

entitled) it might be wise to do a little research first. The more you

know, the more you will appreciate him.
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I say this with the greatest respect because not everyone has the

bigger picture and knowledge of what is happening and you have to

start somewhere, right? Take what resonates, and leave the rest

because it’s your journey, your great awakening.

Thank you for explaining in a way that most can understand. I have

tried, but got tired of the bashing, and gave up.

 
Spread the word for those of us who have fallen to the side…..

My last month’s paycheck was 15500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency discovered over the internet and they paid me 50 dollars

every hour.

 
Visit this article for more detail… http://usajobs5.blogspot.com

Last edited 2 days ago by Delavic

Mr. President Trump…

 
I just want to let you know my family and I are praying for you. May

these difficult times pass soon.

I wonder if all of Manhatten live web cams will be turned off? We can

watch and see for ourselves!!

If President Trump is not in New York, can he be arrested. General

Smith, if it does happen, protect him. It is time to take out all of the

garbage.

Beware of Greeks bearing gifts…the DS should be suspicious if we

actually let them take the nuclear football. If such an unthinkable

outcome actually occurred, it would more than likely be (make that

GUARANTEED TO BE) a prank, like a remote-controlled M-80

explosion or skunk-spray release. Preferably both.

I got an idea/ the glitter box that would be funny when they open it

up.

http://usajobs5.blogspot.com/
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I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 2 days ago by Delavic

Just start making over $600 a day from your timeshare home. I

made $18,781 from this job in my spare time after college. easy work

and his steady income is amazing. No skills are required for this job.

All you need to know is how to copy and paste items online. Sign up

today by following the details on this page.

 
 Here is I started.…… http://usajobs5.blogspot.com

Last edited 2 days ago by Delavic

Clones and criminals run the country and you can’t identify them

until you give them a physical exam. The population appears fine

with that.

 
They are after Trump for giving his own money to a hooker (big tip)

and leave the Biden cartel alone after using tax payer money for

personal profit.

 
Nothing to see there. Inflation, taxes, mass chemical poisoning, chem

trails, billionaires dictating the evils to monopolies and controlling

everything.

 
We are just surviving, but don’t count on justice because it no longer

exists. People united and focused is the only fix.

It’s true, I was replaced by a clone myself and it took me weeks to

even realize it

 “This will galvanize people into backing Trump and make his 2024

official return to the presidency a sure thing.”

http://www.payathome7.com/
http://usajobs5.blogspot.com/
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This quote alone, trumps all the BS MB was stating years ago about

DJT returning in 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023. When I was stating DJT

would not return before 2024 many channels including yours would

laugh and bash me. Guess my ‘research’ and ‘intel’ was more

prominent then what you were receiving. Stay comfy.

Well…anyone paying attention at the time woulda known 2020

wasn’t about winning the election, but actually LETTING THE

SWAMP STEAL IT and thereby set themselves up for exposure and

TOTAL DESTRUCTION!!

In the larger scheme, the delayed Justice plan was infinitely better, at

least presuming we have a plan that’s “killer”. Which I believe we do.

Perhaps our Commander-in-Chief will be arrested in public far away

from potential snipers, surrounded by white hat counter-snipers,

before FAKE News camera crews, by US Marshal white hats posing

as black hats. Who could tell the difference? Then a prepared skit

could proceed waking up millions more, launching a military assault

on the treasonous enemy. A possibility? Maybe so.

Maybe deep state wants the Trump body double arrested and make a

BIG STINK about it. He’ll go for it being under orders. The world will

think it’s watching Trump in jail for days or more with hearts in the

mouth. Power rush! We win, you lose say the deep state. But white

hats can’t even let that happen unless they are finally ready to admit

they got tricked at the General Level, it’s not the real Trump.

Caucasian Christian Israel, driven out of the Caucasus Mountains

across Europe, across the Atlantic to the new Promised Land, (2

Samuel 7:10) GOD will not abandon us, GOD will destroy these

wicked who reign over us, and the world will be blessed through us.

““But you, Israel, My servant,

 
Jacob whom I have chosen,

 
Descendant of Abraham My friend, 

 
You whom I have taken from the ends of the earth
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And called from its remotest parts,

And said to you, ‘You are My servant,

 
I have chosen you and have not rejected you. 

 
Do not fear, for I am with you;

 
Do not be afraid, for I am your God.

 
I will strengthen you, I will also help you,

 
I will also uphold you with My righteous right hand.’”

 
Isaiah 41:8-10

Some say we have our divine appointed angel only. It’s our higher

self and communicates with divine. In the mix, we have karma.

The arrest of the Biden and Trump clones is necessary and

inevitable.

  The D.Trump clone will never return to the helm of the Communist

Republic of America for several reasons:

 
1. Because USA Company is bankrupt and will be dismantled like any

bankrupt company;

 
2. The White Hats found two laboratories where clones were

produced and now they know the difference between the real

satanists and their clones. Thus they discovered that D. Trump is a

clone but they don’t want to publicly admit it, although the US

Supreme Court took their advice into account when it canceled the

decision to return the Trump Clone to the White House, after

officially recognizing Trump’s victory in the elections stolen on

November 3, 2020, in order not to replace a clone with another

clone.

 
The original Biden was executed by lethal injection on December 21,

2020, after stumbling on the stairs of the rented plane.

 
The current Trump clone, like all the others after the death of the real

Trump, are the Rockefeller-Controlled Opposition, because the

original D.Trump was saved twice from bankruptcy by Rockefeller,

and he probably blew the whistle in the Jesuit church and they

executed him for disobedience.
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What a manipulation technique the Cabala has!

  The Elon Musk clone, also a slave of the Cabal, jumps to the Trump

Clone’s defense to put the ball in the net for the Trump Clone to win

electoral points, but the Americans already know this maneuver that

the Trump Clone has used for 3 times: the first time in 2020 before

handing over the mandate, when he launched a rumor that the Deep

State planned an assassination on him but the vigilant Trump Clone

avoided it.

 
   The second time was at his villa in Florida, when he shot himself

from a distance using a drone, but to see the “miracle”, the Trump

Clone being a good telepath (by phone of course), put his secured

bedroom window the day before the failed assassination attempt.

 
  The third time he won electoral points when he went to the FBI

swindlers in NY and told them exactly what he had to do to forcefully

enter his villa where they could take some “important documents”,

giving to the FBI agents and the code from the personal safe, because

the FBI opened the safe without being there.

 
  Now he announces that he will be arrested, which I hope will be

true, because it was found out that he is a clone and part of the Deep

State, but his teammate Musk gives him a helping hand by already

advancing the idea of electing the cloned Trump to the public.

 
The Trump clone tries the sea with its finger because it received

orders from Rockefeller’s boss, but the pitcher often does not go to

the polls.

 
Mai multe despre acest text sursăTextul sursă este necesar pentru

informații suplimentare privind traducerea

 
Trimiteți feedback

 
Panouri laterale

That was a weird storytelling about Trump clone stuff, the thing is I

heard he got killed a while back ‘too in a helicopter by a sniper,

there’s so many stories of everything? what to believe, what he’s
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really trying to say is they’re all behind it and it’s the end of the

world, that would have been easier, we’re all dead I guess World War

III is coming because they all got caught.

You are a clone junkie, clone this clone that. After reading your rant

maybe your a clone or maybe we’re all clones.

 
They say there aren’t any stupid questions but your rant was a stupid

rant.

 
Since there are nothing but clones running everything I guess we’ll

be electing a clone come November 2024.

I believe the real Biden got a bullet firing squad that is why Trump

said about Biden he is shot!

The real biden died before his inauguration. The biden inauguration

was an actual funeral. 3 canons. Read. Be educated.

So did I, I never heard he got a lethal injection I heard he got shot

too, it’s one of the reasons why I stopped watching all the videos

almost unrumble, besides -and we know, I think everybody’s just

trying to confuse everybody so we don’t know what the real story is, I

guess it’s the way to kill us all we’re overpopulated.

After that long explanation with absolutely zero proof of any of that

having happened in any way like was stated, I like everyone else

should just dismiss it as fabrication and theory.

I think that’s somewhat the case and RRN already prepared us with a

possible Trump clone or body double on an article. Military is

releasing this, obviously it’s time for people to think about these

clone games. Body doubles could be grey aliens. They can duplicate

someone’s voice to perfection. What could be next after preparing

people this much over body doubles and clones already and right

here on RRN? These people saying your not on topic or something

are bonkers. THAT IS THE TOPIC RRN HAS LED US TO.
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Trump was never charged with the alleged crime that he was alleged

to be covering up. Without the second crime, this offense is only a

misdemeanor and the statute of limitations has expired.

There was an article on Yahoo last night that he will not be arrested

right away–but more like around the 2024 election time frame–How

convenient for them!! That is laughable–He will be back as President

b4 then. I have heard there are several clones of DJT

They are claiming he had Cohen pay Stormy Daniels Hush money

from the presidential funds–Which reimbursed to Cohen with his

own money-Cohen probably took that money and split with it –I

cannot even believe he saw that woman in the 1st place

Hi Michael, would Trump being arrested be just cause for the

military to step in and shut down the biden shit show?

It’s clone and body double disclosure time on RRN, preparation stuff.

Here’s some intel that’s mind blowing with all the latest dates,

Trump clones who is doing it and why. The new financial system and

public executions and when.

 
supersoldiertalk dot com/?s=solar+flash

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 2 days ago by Delavic

Also do not think the Judge and the DA are not being investigated

real close and real good.You are fucking with a heavy hitter.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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If they want to make a mess special forces will be there.The cream of

the crop.they do not play any shit.He does not use Secret Service.He

uses navy seals,plus his own security..i would doubt if it is even him

really there.this is a very petty case,very flimsy.

I had to quit watching bitchute so many videos of people beating up

on whites it was starting to cause me to have things in my heart I just

don’t wont there. really easy to get baited into hating people. Trump I

hope you know what you are doing cause if they kill you GOD

FORBID IT HAPPEN it will be civil war no doubt about it and a very

very bloody one at that. the only reason Americans aren’t fighting as

we speak is because they are putting their trust in you and the

military thank Goodness this direction saved thousands if not

millions of Americans lives.

I have not flipped on President Trump. i don’t want to see innocent

people getting hurt.The enemy is totally ruthless.And they are on the

ropes.a cornered animal.Very dangerous. If indicted he has the right

to defend himself.To present his evidence,for sure they do not want

that.

The insurrection act was not about BLM, Antifa or anyone other than

US Citizens…the insurrection act was a power grab by a military

coup.

Show me a real, living, breathing Trump. Otherwise, an imposter

signed the Insurrection Act.

Is US Cybercommand simply a Military coup/psyop coordination

center?

Last edited 2 days ago by Hayyim

We pray a hedge of protection to surround President Trump in the

name of Jesus and all his family, and Military people helping him.
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Its true..all Trump supports dont go in the streets,,trump and the

white hat military has this all planned..trump doesnt want his

supporters to run into the trap..This is the only way the white hats

can arrest more corrupted FBI,DOJ,CIA etc etc..

 
Remeber the deep state wants all americans dead..Trump is just in

their way..hes the best president america ever had.. Miltary white

hats will protect Trump..

Trump has everything he needs to fight the deepstate…hes got it all..

every thing the deepstate has done to all of us past present but they

wont get away from taking the future away from us.. Trump and the

good military has been working on these plans for over 25 yrs.. have

faith is DJT.. Trust his plans.. ..he might get a little hurt just see what

they did to General Berger.. but they wont ever get away with it.. it

pains me to hear about the arrest on Tuesday….and im just

wondering..WHY TUESDAY?????

The arrest of the Biden and Trump clones is necessary and

inevitable.

   The D.Trump clone will never return to the helm of the Communist

Republic of America for several reasons:

 
1. Because USA Company is bankrupt and will be dismantled like any

bankrupt company;

 
2. The White Hats found two laboratories where clones were

produced and now they know the difference between the real

satanists and their clones. Thus they discovered that D. Trump is a

clone but they don’t want to publicly admit it, although the US

Supreme Court took their advice into account when it canceled the

decision to return the Trump Clone to the White House, after

officially recognizing Trump’s victory in the elections stolen on

November 3, 2020, in order not to replace a clone with another

clone.

 
The original Biden was executed by lethal injection on December 21,

2020, after stumbling on the stairs of the rented plane.

 
The current Trump clone, like all the others after the death of the real
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Trump, are the Rockefeller-Controlled Opposition, because the

original D.Trump was saved twice from bankruptcy by Rockefeller,

and he probably blew the whistle in the Jesuit church and they

executed him for disobedience.

What a manipulation technique the Cabala has!

   The Elon Musk clone, also a slave of the Cabal, jumps to the Trump

Clone’s defense to put the ball in the net for the Trump Clone to win

electoral points, but the Americans already know this maneuver that

the Trump Clone has used for 3 times: the first time in 2020 before

handing over the mandate, when he launched a rumor that the Deep

State planned an assassination on him but the vigilant Trump Clone

avoided it.

 
    The second time was at his villa in Florida, when he shot himself

from a distance using a drone, but to see the “miracle”, the Trump

Clone being a good telepath (by phone of course), put his secured

bedroom window the day before the failed assassination attempt.

 
   The third time he won electoral points when he went to the FBI

swindlers in NY and told them exactly what he had to do to forcefully

enter his villa where they could take some “important documents”,

giving to the FBI agents and the code from the personal safe, because

the FBI opened the safe without being there.

 
   Now he announces that he will be arrested, which I hope will be

true, because it was found out that he is a clone and part of the Deep

State, but his teammate Musk gives him a helping hand by already

advancing the idea of electing the cloned Trump to the public.

 
The Trump clone tries the sea with its finger because it received

orders from Rockefeller’s boss, but the pitcher often does not go to

the polls.

On GOD’s solar calendar, today is the Spring Equinox, the first day of

the solar new year, beginning at high noon, subtracting one hour for

daylight savings. So perhaps we are beginning GOD’s new year with a

mighty event tomorrow on Tuesday.
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Last edited 2 days ago by Michael R Davis

Maybe because the fake Biden is dead and they are trying to buy

some time to figure things out.

I do not thunk Trump supporters ought to hit the street and protest.

I do not think there is one damn good of that for anyone.We are not

your fucking lapdogs sir, This is your fight Mr,President.This call for

a bunch of additional confusion, and there will be an opposing mob

waiting.bet one that one.And they will be looking for trouble,that is

also for sure.and MSM is going to back them all the way. They are

paid shills. what help has been given to the JANUARY 6th people?

Not one fucking thing.Please,for your own good stay out of it.you will

be walking into a trap.one that they are working night and day to set

up.Do you mean a big powerful guy like him cannot handle a bogus

case?. ike this? He has to rally his supporters.If anybody gets hurt or

killed,the blood is on his hands. Back off please,stay away. what is

that going to do to change the outcome of the case? Nothing. if

arrested he is going to make bail right away,We are not a mob rule

nation.I am an indie not republican nor democrat.this is the first

time I have been disappointed in him. He ought to be laughing this

off. President Putin Laughs it off. “fuck you and the horse you rode in

on.”

The arrest of the Biden and Trump clones is necessary and

inevitable.

   The D.Trump clone will never return to the helm of the Communist

Republic of America for several reasons:

 
1. Because USA Company is bankrupt and will be dismantled like any

bankrupt company;

 
2. The White Hats found two laboratories where clones were

produced and now they know the difference between the real

satanists and their clones. Thus they discovered that D. Trump is a

clone but they don’t want to publicly admit it, although the US

Supreme Court took their advice into account when it canceled the
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decision to return the Trump Clone to the White House, after

officially recognizing Trump’s victory in the elections stolen on

November 3, 2020, in order not to replace a clone with another

clone.

 
The original Biden was executed by lethal injection on December 21,

2020, after stumbling on the stairs of the rented plane.

 
The current Trump clone, like all the others after the death of the real

Trump, are the Rockefeller-Controlled Opposition, because the

original D.Trump was saved twice from bankruptcy by Rockefeller,

and he probably blew the whistle in the Jesuit church and they

executed him for disobedience.

What a manipulation technique the Cabala has!

   The Elon Musk clone, also a slave of the Cabal, jumps to the Trump

Clone’s defense to put the ball in the net for the Trump Clone to win

electoral points, but the Americans already know this maneuver that

the Trump Clone has used for 3 times: the first time in 2020 before

handing over the mandate, when he launched a rumor that the Deep

State planned an assassination on him but the vigilant Trump Clone

avoided it.

 
    The second time was at his villa in Florida, when he shot himself

from a distance using a drone, but to see the “miracle”, the Trump

Clone being a good telepath (by phone of course), put his secured

bedroom window the day before the failed assassination attempt.

 
   The third time he won electoral points when he went to the FBI

swindlers in NY and told them exactly what he had to do to forcefully

enter his villa where they could take some “important documents”,

giving to the FBI agents and the code from the personal safe, because

the FBI opened the safe without being there.

 
   Now he announces that he will be arrested, which I hope will be

true, because it was found out that he is a clone and part of the Deep

State, but his teammate Musk gives him a helping hand by already

advancing the idea of electing the cloned Trump to the public.
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The Trump clone tries the sea with its finger because it received

orders from Rockefeller’s boss, but the pitcher often does not go to

the polls.

 

 


